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Harbor Management Services
Reliability and efficiency are two values that 
Brennan Marine delivers to its clients on 
a daily basis.  We understand that time is 
money and strive to make every customer 
our highest priority.
 
 Switching and Fleeting
 We utilize the latest technologies in 

communication and vessel tracking to  

eliminate terminal delays due to harbor 

operations.

 Barge Cleaning
 Brennan has DNR-approved methods of 

cleaning and disposing of several types of 

leftover bulk cargo to ready the barge for 

another load.

 24-Hour Dispatch
 Our state-of-the-art dispatch center is open 

24 hours a day, 365 days a year. We use a 

combination of Towworks™ software and 

WebVTS to monitor barge activity and  

respond accordingly.  

Dry Dock Repairs
Brennan Marine’s floating dry dock is 
conveniently located near mile marker 697 on 
the Upper Mississippi River within the Port 
of La Crosse, WI. Our repair crew of certified 
welders and experienced mechanics continually 
performs high-quality, cost-effective repairs.  
This facility is 100 feet long by 64 feet wide  
and has a 300-ton maximum capacity rating.

   Inspection and Repair Services Provided

Complete Barge Inspection, Evaluation, 
and Repair Estimates

Barge Repairs - Complete Topside  
and Hull Restoration

Vessel Repairs - Structural, Hull, Drive 
Systems, Electrical, Hydraulic

Short Haul Towing
Often, a short haul is all you need.  Our dispatch 
center is happy to assist you in finding the 
resources you need to relocate barges short 
distances.  Brennan Marine operates its fleet 
of towing vessels at a heightened level of 
responsiveness 24 hours per day, 7 days  
per week, during the navigational season. 

Brennan Marine Inc. is an inland port management and harbor services 

company that provides safe and efficient switching and fleeting, short haul 

towing, and dry-dock vessel repair services.  Since 1984 Brennan Marine has 

provided quality, reliable services to both carriers and terminals along the Upper 

Mississippi River.  We are a certified member of the American Waterways 

Operators Responsible Carrier Program (AWO RCP), and all of our vessels 

have been inspected by the U.S. Coast Guard.
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